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SWANA, NYS Chapter, Technical Training Session: Plastics – Myths & Mysteries, Nov 2, 2011!
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 Bale Wrap: Stretch film wrapped around  
  individual bales of hay  
  or a line of bales!
Photos: Lois Levitan, RAPPP 
Howland Farm, Candor NY, Spring 2006 
What Are Agricultural Plastics? "
Photo: Paul Zittel, Amos Zittel & Sons, Eden Valley, NY, taken by Lois Levitan, RAPP 
Greenhouse, hoophouse,  
high tunnel covers:  
clear or white sheets of LDPE or LLDPE"
Bunker silo covers:  
Sheets of heavy duty black/white  
LDPE or nylon-reinforced LDPE  
!
Mulch film: thin strips of LDPE 
! ! ! !  typically 3ʼ-5ʼ wide; white, black, 
! ! ! !  silver, occasionally clear or other 
! ! ! !  colors, sometimes 2 color layers"
Photo: SkyPlastic USA 2011 
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Plant pots, flats, seedling trays  
HDPE, PS, PP"
Photo: Lois Levitan, RAPP 
Empty Containers & Drums  
— Pesticides, Oils, Other Chemicals: HDPE"
Bird Netting!
Rain Barrier!
Photos: Lois Levitan, RAPP. Australian vineyards, 2001 
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Net wrap, polytwine, coveralls, boat wrap,   
etc., etc., etc."
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Why Recycle?!
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!!"Photo by Patrick Atagi, taken on a farm in Oregon where burn barrels like these are legal.!
Open Burning Pollutes & Is Against the Law!
•  Emissions contain dioxins, heavy metals & particulates that settle in lungs!
•  Emissions from fires on farms settle near the source of food & feed !
•  NYS DEC enacted broader regulations on open burning Oct 2009 !
Sheep farmer saved > 60,000 lbs of bale wrap from 1990  
to his retirement in 2007 because “I didnʼt want to burn it.”!
“Iʼm into recycling”"
Sustainable Materials Management  
Energy & Resource Conservation"
RAPP: the little engine 
that hasnʼt quite, but 
keeps trying!
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Recycling Agricultural Plastics Project!
Developing infrastructure and markets  
for waste film and rigid plastics from all sectors of agriculture!
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  What Is RAPP !
Cornell University-based 
collaboration with !
• agricultural producers !
& !
• organizations !
• agencies  
• businesses !
!
Supporting!
• agriculture  
• environmental protection   
• sustainable economics!
• recycling!
!
Locally, statewide, nationally,  
internationally!
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What RAPP Does!
Build & Strengthen Networks of Stakeholders"
Equipment: Acquire, Distribute, Operate & Train Others to Operate"
BigFoot Baler BF300"
Advocate Re-Use When Feasible  
"
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What Else RAPP Does!
•  BMP GUIDELINES to prepare plastic for recycling!
•  CULTIVATE POTENTIAL MARKETS!
•  IMPLEMENT agricultural plastics recycling 
programs in NYS!
•  LOGISTICS for collecting, baling, storing plastic!
•  MARKETING!
•  OUTREACH to agricultural community!
•  PROMOTE “BUY RECYCLED”!
•  QUALITY CONTROL!
•  REWARD farmers who recycle!
•  SEEK means for long future!
•  TECHNICAL ADVISING!
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How NYS RAPP Is Organized!
What Do Agricultural Plastics Become 
After Recycling?"
New products appropriate for waste  
agricultural plastic feedstock!
! such as: parking bumpers, roofing & drainage tiles,  
plastic lumber, crude oil & plastic monomers!
Criteria: minimal handling due to possible chemical residues"
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Reclaimed by processes that are: !
! “forgiving” of plant debris, moisture,  
possible chemical residue, mixed plastic feedstock!
! require low E and resource inputs; short transportation footprint!
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Manufacturers 
of nursery 
supplies 
testing waters 
of “take back” 
programs"
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EkoRoof Tile 
•  Appropriate end use: minimal 
contact with people or animals 
•  Sealed against leaching, runoff 
of residues 
•  Meets ASTM, ASABE &/or other 
quality standards 
•  Competitive price point 
•  Strong consumer demand 
(current or potential) 
Photo of EkoRoof press-molded roofing tile, Feb 2009,  Lois Levitan, RAPP. Insert: 2003 installation on restaurant in WI, from EkoRoof website 


Issues:!
•  What is it?!
•  Color!
•  Stones!
•  Plant debris!
•  Chemical 
residue & chain 
of custody!
•  Amassing full 
loads!
•  Transportation!
•  Short-term high 
costs of waste 
minimization!
•  Market demand !
•  Who pays?!
"
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RAPP funding has come from New York Farm Viability Institute (NYFVI), 
NYS Department of Environmental Conservation, USDA Rural Development/
NEWMOA, USDA Smith-Lever/Hatch, US EPA Region 2  
Pollution Prevention, Empire State Development. 
 
Current funding for NYS program implementation and equipment is primarily 
from the NYS Environmental Protection Fund, administered by NYS DEC. 
 
Current funding to promote “Buy Recycled” and participant recognition is 
primarily from Cornell Cooperative Extension’s competitive grant program 
for USDA Smith-Lever funds. 
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